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RATE-DEPENDENT SPALLATION PROPERTIES OF TANTALUM 

J.N. Johnson, RS. Hlxson, D.L. To&, and A.K. Zurek 

LosAlamos Na!wnalLaboratory, LosAlmnos, NM, 87545, USA 

Spallation experiments are conducted on high-purity tantalum using ViSAR instrumentation for impact 
stresses of 95  GPa and 6.0 GPa. The high-amplitude experiment exhiiits very rapid initial spall 
separation, while the low-amplitude shot is only slightly above the threshold for void growth and thus 
exhibits distinct ratedependent spallation behavior. "lese experiments are analyzed in terms of simple 
tensile fhcture criteria, a standard ratedependent void-growth model, and a rate-dependent void growth 
model m which the expected plastic volume strain makes no contribution to the relaxation of the mean 
stress. Recovery tests and VISAR measurements suggest an additional resistance to spallation that 
follows the rapid coalescence of voids; this effect is med the secondary spaU resistance and is due to the 
convoluted nature of the spaU plane and the resulting interlocking fracMe pattern that is developed and 
for which the stress rem unrelieved until the spall planes have sepmted several hundml microns. 

INTRODUCTION 

Spallation in metals remains an important 
research subject in the field of shock compression 
science in spite of tbe wealth of existing spallation 
models and corresponding data. Spallation, like 
dynamic plasticity, is confrolled by defects rather 
than the perfect lattice and hence substantial spaU 
strength variation with impact amplitude and strain 
rate is sometimes seen where none is expected. In 
the case of tantalum (kc) the plastic flow properties 
are controlled by the Peierls stress (inherent to the 
perfed lattice) and are not exceedingly sensitive to 
imperfections. The spall strength, however, is 
controlled by large-scale impurities that either 
provide initial porosity or act as nucleation sites for 
voids. Simple tensile fracture models are often 
unable to adeq~dely represent material spall 
behavior because of the strong dependence on rate- 
dependent properties associated with void initiation, 
sromd-. 

In this work we present a study of tbe spallation 
properties of tantalum (i) just above the spallation 
threshold and (U) at an impact srress one and one- 
half times the spallation threshold. The 
experimental measurements are compared witb 
those of Isbell, et a2 (1). The new results show the 
dependence of spaU sfrength on impact amplitude 
and some of the complexities of the spallation 
process neat threshold conditions wben analyzed in 

detail in terms of void-growth models. A new 
phenomenon termed "secondary spaU resistance" is 
observed and descn'bed theoretically. 

EXPERIMENT 

Shock-wave experiments are performed with a 
50-mm-diameter gas gun. Projectile velocity and 
tilt are measured immediately before impact by 
means of a stepped circular array of shorting pins 
surrounding the target disk. For these experiments, 
tilts are typically 1.0-1.5 mmd, and impact velocities 
range from approximately 200 to 300 m/s: these 
velocities produce longitudinal stresses m the range 
of 6.0 to 9.5 GPa for symmetric impact 

A shock-release profde is measured using a 
pnsh/puU WSAR (2) with a sapphire window. 
Spallation experiments are conducted with stress- 
free back surfaces. also with VISAR 
instnrmentatlon. 

The chemical composition of this material is as 
follows (in ppm): C(6), 0(56), N(24), H(<l), 
Fe(191, N i O ,  Cro, W41h Nbo, Ta(balance). 

CALCULATION 

FolIowing the establishment of the shockhelease 
behavior (3,4) in the absence of spallation, a set of 
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FIGURE 2. Void growth model for spall: (a) 
pja.30; (b) pja.43. 

The ratedependent nature of the spall process 
for the ff iPa experiment is obvious. The fracture 
porosity m this case is pf = 0.43. For the 95-GPa 
experiment pf = 0.30, and there is no essential 
difference between the calculated spall response for 
the simple tensile fracture criterion and for the void- 
growth model. The fact that the fracture porosities 
are different is unusual, and is something that 
requires further investigation. 

If the link-up, or void coalescence, step in 
spallation were simply a ratedependent plastic flow 
process, then it would be expected that higher rates 
of tensile loading would allow greater porosities to 
be achieved prior to fracture; the opposite is 
observed here. 

The agreement shown in Figure 2 is suggestive 
of a material for which the void growth is limited to 
a small region within a cornputa t id  cell (brittle 
fracture) and whose moduli are reduced by the 
presence of this damage, but whose volumetric 
plastic strain is not strongly affected. 

SECONDARY SPALL RESISTANCE 

One of the most interesting and peculiar 
observations associated with the 9.5 GPa spall 

signal is the sudden deceleration that occurs in the 

the material has undergone complete spallation, i.e., 
material separation, and then finds that there 
remains a substantial restoring force tending to 
deceleratethespalledpiece. 'Ihisremainedapuzzle 
until recovery experiments were performed to 
examine the nature of the actual spaU plane. The 
qmli region is shown in Figure 3 for a 10 GPa 

pull-back signal (mow, Figme 1). It appears that 

impaaStress. 

FIGURE 3. Spalled region for peak impact stress 
of 10 GPa 

It is seen from Figure 3 that the spallplane is not 
a distinct fracture surface, but rather is extended 
over several tens of microns in the direction of wave 
propagation (vertical). This observation suggests 
that the initial loss of strength takes place by the 
coalescence of voids to form a system of small 
cracks (long dimension perpendicular to impact 
direction) extended over a fink region of several 
tens of microns normal to the spall plane. The 
initial loss of material strength obtains fmm the 
formation and elastic opening of these cracks and 
the corresponding drop (to near zero) of the 
kmgimdinal tensile sbess. Following this initial lass 
of tensile strength, the extended s p a  plane pulls 
apart and undergoes additional linking of these 
cracks to eventually fonn the sepan~d spaU plane, 
but not before developing considerable secondary 
resistance to separation: this is what we refer to as 
secondary spaU resistance (SSR) 

The SSR is modeled in terms of an additional 
tensile stress that develops following the usual 
spallation process. As the separation distance x 



bctween tbe left and right sides of tbe spaU surface 
fnaeases, the SSR is given by 

OSSR=O for x c a  and x > b  (3a) 

= fa , [ (x-b) / (b-a)]  fir a < x < b (3b) 

w h a e u , i s ~ ~ u t e ~ h l d e o f t b e s p a l l  
strength andfis anondimensional number less than 
unity. Generally a will be on the order of a few 
microns (the onset of SSR) and b will be on the 
order of a hundred microns (the end of SSR). 
Equations (3) represent the stress necessary to pull 
apart the convduted spaU plane shown in Figure 3. 

Calculations of the spallation behavior with this 
model of SSR is shown in Figure 4 for a = 5 
microns, b = 200 mimns, mdf= 020. 

DISCUSSION 

The fracture properties of metals is extremely 
complex. The combination of plastic flow 
properties and impurity content that control the 
fracture process provides very subtle differences 
that result in brittle behavior in some cases and N l y  
ductile behavior in others. Temperature is another 
parameter that we have not yet even begun to 
investigate, but one that obviously has a strong 
influence on tbese pperties. 
Tantalum studied previously (1) (99.5% pure) 

exhibited classical ductile spallation properties in 
the range of impact stresses from approximately 7 
GPa to 9 GPa. The material studied here quite 
obviously fails to behave in the ideal manner and 
consequently the ductile void-growth model must be 
modified in order to represent the time-resolve 
Spauation data. It is found empirically that a fit to 
the data can be obtained by Omitting the void growth 
term from the relaxation function F, 4. (4). This is 
clearly not very satisrying and other methods were 
sought to obtain a similar effect. A second method 
was found in which the factors f and g (multiplying 
the void growth term m the relaxation function and 
in the damage tenn controlling the moduli) were 
equal and less than unity. This also gives agood fit 
to the experimental data. 

A new effect was observed in the 9.5 GPa 
experiment described here. This termed Secoodary 
Spall Resistance (SSR) and has to do with the 
resistance provided by the extended spdl plane as it 
tries to pull a p t  in the W o n  of a jigsaw puzzle. 
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FIGURE 4. Calculation of spall signal with 
secondary spa resistance included. 

'Ibis effect is very pronounced, and is repsented in 
terms of a secondary force that applies once the (left 
and right) spall slrrfaces have moved apart a few 
microns and continue until separation reaches a few 
hundred microns. 
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